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‘Ike Ulana Lau Hala
Innovations by Bosch in the field of diesel-injection technology have made a significant contribution to the diesel boom in
Europe in the last few years. These systems make the diesel engine at once quieter, more economical, more powerful, and
lower in emissions. This reference book provides a comprehensive insight into the extended diesel fuel-injection systems
and into the electronic system used to control the diesel engine. This book also focuses on minimizing emissions inside of
the engine and exhaust-gas treatment (e.g., by particulate filters). The texts are complemented by numerous detailed
drawings and illustrations. This 4th Edition includes new, updated and extended information on several subjects including:
History of the diesel engine Common-rail system Minimizing emissions inside the engine Exhaust-gas treatment systems
Electronic Diesel Control (EDC) Start-assist systems Diagnostics (On-Board Diagnosis) With these extensions and revisions,
the 4th Edition of Diesel-Engine Management gives the reader a comprehensive insight into today's diesel fuel-injection
technology.

Jim Crow Guide to the U.S.A.
“An entertaining, if cautionary, tale of Western business woes in China, stretching back seven hundred years” (The Wall
Street Journal). In The China Dream, acclaimed business journalist Joe Studwell challenges the predictions that China will
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become an economic juggernaut on the world stage in the twenty-first century—and instead foresees an economic crisis.
Tracing the most recent developments in China from Deng Xiaoping’s “liberalization” of its market in the 1980s through the
opening of its economy to foreign investment in the 1990s, Studwell examines the roadblocks to the continuation of the
country’s unprecedented expansion and why its economy will fail once more—but this time, harder than ever before, and
with potentially catastrophic results. Provocative and flawlessly researched, The China Dream analyzes what’s really going
on in China—and what we can do to prepare for the coming crisis. “The much-needed antidote to the delusions . . . about
the riches to be made from investing and selling in China. Brimming with . . . statistics.” —The Washington Post “[A]
detailed account . . . An excellent examination of the political and economic history of China, fascinating and mostly
unknown to Westerners.” —Booklist (starred review) “Lays bare much of the stuff and nonsense that surrounds the China
dream, and traces how myth and misunderstandings—compounded by hype and lashings of snake oil—have bewitched
some of the world’s most respected corporations and led them to ruin the proverbial $1.3 billion consumer market . . . As
such, it deserves to help redefine the debate on the nature of the China market.” —James Kynge, China bureau chief of the
Financial Times

Electronic Diesel Control (EDC)
The familiar yellow Technical Instruction series from Bosch have long proved one of their most popular instructional aids.
They provide a clear and concise overview of the theory of operation, component design, model variations, and technical
terminology for the entire Bosch product line, and give a solid foundation for better diagnostics and servicing. Clearly
written and illustrated with photos, diagrams and charts, these books are equally at home in the vocational classroom,
apprentices toolkit, or enthusiasts fireside chair. If you own a car, especially a European one, you have Bosch components
and systems. Covers:-Lambda closed-loop control for passenger car diesel engines-Functional description-Triggering signals

Automotive Heating & Air Conditioning
The ideal refresher for those still in school or recently graduated, or for those who have limited time to study, this guide
covers all the general FE/EIT exam subjects. Each chapter provides a definition of terms and a concise discussion of
concepts. In addition, there are 900+ practice problems and a complete eight-hour practice exam. Solutions to both the
practice problems and the practice exam are included.

Noncircular Gears
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Python Artificial Intelligence Projects for Beginners
Four Unposted Letters to Catherine
As part of ESCAP's efforts to enhance industrial development, it implemented a project on the "promotion of intraregional
trade .. in the automotive secor" in collaboration with the Korea Automobile Manufacturer's Association and funded by the
Korean government. A regional consultative meeting was held in Seoul, 10-12 December 2001. This publication is a
compilation of documents presented at the meeting, including a comprehensive study and survey result on the regional
automotive industry.

A Mind Always in Motion: The Autobiography of Emilio Segrè
The Extra-Virgin Olive Oil Handbook
Trade the trend and you can trade for a living If you're going to play the stock market, play to win by using a fundamental
strategy of most hedge fund managers-trend trading. In Trend Trading for a Living, the trading coach and hedge fund
manager known on Wall Street as “Dr. Stoxx” shares his personal strategies for analyzing markets, picking stocks, and
knowing when to buy and sell. This step-by-step book offers a practical road map to get yourself familiarized with the stock
market and into the driver's seat of your financial future. In five progressive parts, Trend Trading for a Living helps you:
Configure your platform: setup your home computer to trade online with the best brokers Learn the basics: understand
trend trading, select stocks to watch, and interpret market signs Get in the game: select the most profitable bullish and
bearish stocks and pick your entry and exit prices Leverage your portfolio: learn how to trade with options to increase your
financial rewards Turn pro: with patience, determination, and a strategy grounded in fundamentals, you can “trade for a
living”

Defining Excellence in Simulation Programs
The Extra-Virgin Olive Oil Handbook According to European legislation, extra-virgin is the top grade of olive oils. It has
superior health properties and flavour compared to virgin and refined olive oils. Mediterranean countries still produce more
than 85% of the world's olive oil, but the constant increase of demand for extra-virgin olive oil has led to new cultivation
and production in other areas of the world, including California, Australia, China, South Africa and South America. At the
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same time, olive oil’s sensory properties and health benefits are increasingly attracting the attention and interest of
nutritionists, food processors, manufacturers and food services. Progress and innovation in olive cultivation, harvesting and
milling technologies as well as in oil handling, storage and selling conditions make it possible to achieve even higher quality
levels than those stipulated for extra-virgin oils. As a consequence, a new segment ??? excellent extra-virgin olive oils ??? is
increasingly attracting the attention of the market and earning consumers’ preference. The Extra-Virgin Olive Oil Handbook
provides a complete account of olive oil's composition, health properties, quality, and the legal standards surrounding its
production. The book is divided into convenientm sections focusing on extra-virgin olive oil as a product, the process by
which it is made and the process control system through which its quality is assured. An appendix presents a series of
tables and graphs with useful data, including conversion factors, and the chemical and physical characteristics of olive oil.
This book is aimed at people involved in the industrial production as well as in the marketing and use of extra-virgin olive oil
who are looking for practical information that avoids overly academic language but which is still scientifically and
technically sound. The main purpose of the handbook is to guide operators involved in the extra-virgin olive oil chain in
making the most appropriate decisions about product quality and operating conditions in the production and distribution
processes. To these groups, the most important questions are practical ones of why, how, how often, how much will it cost,
and so on. The Extra-Virgin Olive Oil Handbook will provide the right answers to these key practical considerations in a
simple, clear yet precise and up-to-date way.

Theory and Design of Digital Communication Systems
Reveals some of the auto industry's darker secrets, including the fact that General Motors manufactured airplane engines
for Nazi Germany

The China Dream
First in-depth study of Manuell Castells pioneering work Traces Castells thought from his work on urban change in the 1970s
to his recent theories of global social transformations Distills the central ideas in Castells work into an accessible and
concise introduction for undergraduate students Explores Castells writings on the network society, informational capitalism
and democracy in crisis Provides a critical analysis of Castells thought in relation to ongoing debates about globalization

Law of Intellectual Property of Singapore
Trend Trading for a Living: Learn the Skills and Gain the Confidence to Trade for a Living
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Providing the underlying principles of digital communication and the design techniques of real-world systems, this textbook
prepares senior undergraduate and graduate students for the engineering practices required in industry. Covering the core
concepts, including modulation, demodulation, equalization, and channel coding, it provides step-by-step mathematical
derivations to aid understanding of background material. In addition to describing the basic theory, the principles of system
and subsystem design are introduced, enabling students to visualize the intricate connections between subsystems and
understand how each aspect of the design supports the overall goal of achieving reliable communications. Throughout the
book, theories are linked to practical applications with over 250 real-world examples, whilst 370 varied homework problems
in three levels of difficulty enhance and extend the text material. With this textbook, students can understand how digital
communication systems operate in the real world, learn how to design subsystems, and evaluate end-to-end performance
with ease and confidence.

Car Wars
"The American sniper could be regarded as the greatest all-around rifleman the world has ever known. . . ." At the start of
the war in Vietnam, the United States had no snipers; by the end of the war, Marine and army precision marksmen had
killed more than 10,000 NVA and VC soldiers--the equivalent of an entire division--at the cost of under 20,000 bullets,
proving that long-range shooters still had a place in the battlefield. Now noted military historian Michael Lee Lanning shows
how U.S. snipers in Vietnam--combining modern technology in weapons, ammunition, and telescopes--used the experience
and traditions of centuries of expert shooters to perfect their craft. To provide insight into the use of American snipers in
Vietnam, Lanning interviewed men with combat trigger time, as well as their instructors, the founders of the Marine and
U.S. Army sniper programs, and the generals to whom they reported. Backed by hard information and firsthand accounts,
the author demonstrates how the skills these one-shot killers honed in the jungles of Vietnam provided an indelible legacy
that helped save American lives in Grenada, the Gulf War, and Somalia and continues to this day with American troops in
Bosnia.

Industrial Technology Development in Malaysia
40 or 50 families control the economies of Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, the Philippines and Indonesia. Their interests
range from banking to property, from shipping to sugar, from vice to gambling. 13 of the 50 richest families in the world are
in South East Asia yet they are largely unknown outside confined business circles. Often this is because they control the
press and television as well as everything else. How do they do it? What are their secrets? And is it good news or bad for
the places where they operate? Joe Studwell explosively lifts the lid on a world of staggering secrecy and shows that the
little most people know is almost entirely wrong.
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Diesel-Engine Management
The ideal starting point for investigating, developing, and implementing stable isotope technologies. • Guides researchers
through basic, tested, and proven protocols including DNA, RNA, protein, and phospholipid fatty acid (PLFA) SIP, from
concept and history through detailed methodology, troubleshooting, and interpretation to optimal and future uses. •
Explores important and emerging applications of SIP in environmental microbiology, ranging from bioremediation and gene
mining to carbon tracking and gut microflora function. • Examines explorations of further elegant isotope labeling
technologies such as Raman-FISH, NanoSIMS, and isotope arrays. • Serves as a valuable resource for environmental
microbiology students and researchers and genomics, biotechnology, and medical microbiology professionals.

Autocar
R has a steep learning curve and, if taken in all at once, it can be overwhelming. But we can tame this curve by putting
aside visualizations and analysis, and focusing on working with data. This book is all about data manipulation: importing,
creating, modifying, filtering, summarizing and reshaping data sets. You will also go deep on the building blocks of R:
vectors and functions. The language is simplified and technical lingo is kept to a minimum. You will see analogies to Excel
where applicable, to ease your understanding of concepts. Supplemental articles and videos can be found at
rforexcelusers.com

Introduction to Fats and Oils Technology
The Yugo
Rapid Manufacturing is a new area of manufacturing developed from a family of technologies known as Rapid Prototyping.
These processes have already had the effect of both improving products and reducing their development time; this in turn
resulted in the development of the technology of Rapid Tooling, which implemented Rapid Prototyping techniques to
improve its own processes. Rapid Manufacturing has developed as the next stage, in which the need for tooling is
eliminated. It has been shown that it is economically feasible to use existing commercial Rapid Prototyping systems to
manufacture series parts in quantities of up to 20,000 and customised parts in quantities of hundreds of thousands. This
form of manufacturing can be incredibly cost-effective and the process is far more flexible than conventional
manufacturing. Rapid Manufacturing: An Industrial Revolution for the Digital Age addresses the academic fundamentals of
Rapid Manufacturing as well as focussing on case studies and applications across a wide range of industry sectors. As a
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technology that allows manufacturers to create products without tools, it enables previously impossible geometries to be
made. This book is abundant with images depicting the fantastic array of products that are now being commercially
manufactured using these technologies. Includes contributions from leading researchers working at the forefront of
industry. Features detailed illustrations throughout. Rapid Manufacturing: An Industrial Revolution for the Digital Age is a
groundbreaking text that provides excellent coverage of this fast emerging industry. It will interest manufacturing industry
practitioners in research and development, product design and materials science, as well as having a theoretical appeal to
researchers and post-graduate students in manufacturing engineering, product design, CAD/CAM and CIFM.

Introduction to Marketing
This book, and its companion, Technology, Competitiveness and the State, examine and evaluate Malaysian
industrialization in terms of its experience of and prospects for industrial technology development. The focus is on the
development of Malaysia's technological-industrial base from a sector and firm-specific perspective, including the role of
foreign multinationals in this process. Industrial Technology Development in Malaysia, provides a valuable analysis of the
technological development of a Newly Industrializing Country and reflects on whether existing development strategies can
be maintained in the wake of the financial crises sweeping the East Asian economies.

Vehicle and Engine Technology
Since the first edition was introduced, the fats and oils industry has undergone a number of changes and challenges that
have prompted the development of new and revised products, technologies, and processing techniques. This second edition
provides a more complete coverage of the pertinent subjects in fats and oils technology. At the same time it follows the
original objective, i.e., to provide an overview of the fats and oils industry and serve as a starting point for new fats and oils
scientists and engineers. This edition has been expanded from 19 to 29 chapters and subdivided into five sections, covering
raw materials, processing, quality, applications, and new developments. The material covered in the 16 chapters retained
from the first edition has been updated to include the advances in technology and practice. Thirteen new chapters that
pertain to new areas of fats and oils technology have been added to supplement the original material.

Promotion of Intraregional Trade and Economic Cooperation in the Automotive Sector
The use of face-gears in helicopter transmissions was explored. A light-weight, split-torque transmission design utilizing
face-gears is described. Face-gear design and geometry were investigated. Topics included tooth generation, limiting inner
and outer radii, tooth contact analysis, contact ratio, gear eccentricity, grinding, and structural stiffness. Design charts were
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developed to determine minimum and maximum face-gear inner and outer radii. An analytical study showed that the facegear drive is relatively insensitive to gear misalignment with respect to transmission errors, but the tooth contact is
affected by misalignment. A method of localizing the bearing contact to permit operation with misalignment was explored.
Two new methods for grinding of the face-gear tooth surfaces were also investigated. The proper choice of shaft stiffness
enabled good load sharing in the split-torque transmission design. Face-gear experimental studies were also conducted.
These tests demonstrated the feasibility of face-gears in high-speed, high-load applications such as helicopter transmissions
Transmissions (Machine Elements), Gears, Design, Helicopters.

R for Excel Users
Born in Italy to a well-to-do Jewish family, Emilio Segrè (1905-1989) became Enrico Fermi’s first graduate student in 1928,
contributed to the discovery of slow neutrons and was appointed director of the University of Palermo’s physics laboratory
in 1936. While visiting the Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley, California in 1938, he learned that he had been dismissed from
his Palermo post by Mussolini’s Fascist regime. Ernest O. Lawrence hired him to work on the cyclotron at Berkeley with Luis
Alvarez, Edwin McMillan, and Glenn Seaborg. Segrè was one of the first to join Oppenheimer at Los Alamos, where he
became a group leader on the Manhattan Project. In 1959, he won the Nobel Prize in physics for the discovery of the
antiproton. He was a professor of physics at UC Berkeley from 1946 until 1972. “[A] readable, absorbing, interesting
autobiography A valuable contribution by a person who witnessed the development of much of modern nuclear physics.
Segrè’s description of the historic neutron experiments performed in Rome during the mid-1930s by Enrico Fermi’s group,
of which Segrè was a member, is of inestimable worth.” — Glenn T. Seaborg, Physics Today “A Mind Always in Motion is
Emilio Segrè’s account — published four years after his death in 1989 — of his personal life and his life in physics It is
absorbing, moving in places and frequently revealing. Segrè noted in his preface, ‘I have not sought to display manners and
tact I never had, and I have tried to treat myself no better than any one else.’ He ably succeeded in these purposes.” —
Daniel J. Kevles, Nature “For general readers with an interest in the history of nuclear physics, Segrè is among the most
personable witnesses.” — Publishers Weekly

Focus On: 100 Most Popular Compact Cars
This book summarizes the current state of knowledge concerning bacteria that use halogenated organic compounds as
respiratory electron acceptors. The discovery of organohalide-respiring bacteria has expanded the range of electron
acceptors used for energy conservation, and serves as a prime example of how scientific discoveries are enabling
innovative engineering solutions that have transformed remediation practice. Individual chapters provide in-depth
background information on the discovery, isolation, phylogeny, biochemistry, genomic features, and ecology of individual
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organohalide-respiring genera, including Dehalococcoides, Dehalogenimonas, Dehalobacter, Desulfitobacterium and
Sulfurospirillum, as well as organohalide-respiring members of the Deltaproteobacteria. The book introduces readers to the
fascinating biology of organohalide-respiring bacteria, offering a valuable resource for students, engineers and practitioners
alike. /div

EIT Review Manual
Letters written by the poet to an eight-year-old girl explain the difference between learning and knowing, the value of
thinking, and the benefits of avoiding hypocrisy and pretension

Face-gear Drives: Design, Analysis, and Testing for Helicopter Transmission Applications
Written for the do-it-yourselfer, good enough for the pro. Includes everything you wish to know about your vehicles heating
and air conditioning. From simple adjustments, to complete tune-ups and troubleshooting.

Stable Isotope Probing and Related Technologies
World Bank Technical Paper No. 376. Roads are agents of change and can be responsible for both benefits and damage to
the existing balance between people and their environment. This handbook examines specific road projects ranging from
minor rehabilitation and maintenance activities on existing roads to major works on new alignments. It provides a
description of practical methods for designing and executing effective environmental assessments that are useful to those
who are involved in various aspects of road projects, from planning to construction to maintenance.

Asian Godfathers
Reports Of The Ramah Project, Report No. 5. Papers Of The Peabody Museum Of American Archaeology And Ethnology,
Harvard University, V42, No. 1.

Rapid Manufacturing
As complete a history as possible of the literature of Iceland.

Investors' Digest
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Jim Crow Guide documents the system of legally imposed American apartheid that prevailed during what Stetson Kennedy
calls "the long century from Emancipation to the Overcoming." The mock guidebook covers every area of activity where the
tentacles of Jim Crow reached. From the texts of state statutes, municipal ordinances, federal regulations, and judicial
rulings, Kennedy exhumes the legalistic skeleton of Jim Crow in a work of permanent value for scholars and of exceptional
appeal for general readers.

Review of the Literature on Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
Build smart applications by implementing real-world artificial intelligence projects Key Features Explore a variety of AI
projects with Python Get well-versed with different types of neural networks and popular deep learning algorithms Leverage
popular Python deep learning libraries for your AI projects Book Description Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the newest
technology that’s being employed among varied businesses, industries, and sectors. Python Artificial Intelligence Projects
for Beginners demonstrates AI projects in Python, covering modern techniques that make up the world of Artificial
Intelligence. This book begins with helping you to build your first prediction model using the popular Python library, scikitlearn. You will understand how to build a classifier using an effective machine learning technique, random forest, and
decision trees. With exciting projects on predicting bird species, analyzing student performance data, song genre
identification, and spam detection, you will learn the fundamentals and various algorithms and techniques that foster the
development of these smart applications. In the concluding chapters, you will also understand deep learning and neural
network mechanisms through these projects with the help of the Keras library. By the end of this book, you will be confident
in building your own AI projects with Python and be ready to take on more advanced projects as you progress What you will
learn Build a prediction model using decision trees and random forest Use neural networks, decision trees, and random
forests for classification Detect YouTube comment spam with a bag-of-words and random forests Identify handwritten
mathematical symbols with convolutional neural networks Revise the bird species identifier to use images Learn to detect
positive and negative sentiment in user reviews Who this book is for Python Artificial Intelligence Projects for Beginners is
for Python developers who want to take their first step into the world of Artificial Intelligence using easy-to-follow projects.
Basic working knowledge of Python programming is expected so that you’re able to play around with code

A History of Icelandic Literature
Building upon the excellent first edition, ' Vehicle and Engine Technology, 2ed' covers all the technology requirements of
motor vehicle engineering and has been rigorously updated to include additional material on subjects such as pollution
control, automatic transmission, steering systems, braking systems and electrics. An ideal companion for anyone studying
motor vehicle repair and servicine, 'Vehicle and Engine Technology, 2ed' provides the in-depth treatment required for
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technician-level students, but is presented in a way which will be accessible to craft students wanting more than the bare
essentials of the subject matter. Several examples of each topic application are included, describing the variations
encountered in practice, making the book a useful reference for students of motor vehicle engineering.

The Pharmaceutical Industry in India and Hungary
An Official Publication of the Society for Simulation in Healthcare, Defining Excellence in Simulation Programs aims to meet
the needs of healthcare practitioners using simulation techniques for education, assessment, and research. Increasingly,
simulation is an integral part of teaching and training programs in healthcare settings around the world. Simulation models,
including virtual simulation, scenario-based simulation with actors, and computerized mannequins, contributes to improved
performance and reduced errors in patient care. This text establishes working definitions and benchmarks for the field of
simulation and defines the types of simulation programs, while also covering program leadership, funding, staffing,
equipment and education models. It provides knowledge critical to the success of simulation program management,
simulation educators, and simulation researchers. Written to appeal to the novice to advanced beginner, a special section in
each chapter is directed to the competent to expert programs, managers, educators, and researchers, so that this text truly
can serve as the comprehensive reference for anyone in simulation.

Organohalide-Respiring Bacteria
The weaving of lau hala represents a living tradition borne on the great arc of Pacific voyaging history. This thriving
tradition is made immediate by masters of the art who transmit their knowledge to those who are similarly devoted to, and
delighted by, the smoothness, softness, and that particular warm fragrance of a woven lau hala treasure. The third volume
in the Hawai‘inuiākea series, ‘Ike Ulana Lau Hala is an intriguing collection of articles and images about the Hawaiian
tradition of ulana lau hala: the weaving, by hand, of dried Pandanus tectorius leaves. ‘Ike Ulana Lau Hala considers the
humble hala leaf through several, very different lenses: an analysis of lau hala items that occur in historic photographs from
the Bishop Museum collections; the ecological history on hala in Hawai‘i and the Pacific including serious challenges to its
survival and strategies to prevent its extinction; perspectives–in Hawaiian–of a native speaker from Ni‘ihau on master
weavers and the relationship between teacher and learner; a review–also in Hawaiian– of references to lau hala in poetical
sayings and idioms; a survey of lau hala in Hawaiian cultural heritage and the documentation project underway to share the
art with a broader audience; and a conversation with a master artisan known for his distinct and intricate construction of
the lei hala. Rich with imagery, this extraordinary volume will guide the reader to a better understanding of the cultural
scope and importance of lau hala, fostering an appreciation of the level of excellence to which the art of ulana lau hala has
risen under the guidance of masters who continue to steer the Hawaiian form of the tradition into the future.
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Land Use in Ramah Area of New Mexico
Noncircular Gears: Design and Generation represents the extension of the modern theory of gearing applied to the design
and manufacture of the main types of noncircular gears: conventional and modified elliptical gears, eccentric gears, oval
gears, gears with lobes, and twisted gears. This book is enhanced by updated theoretical description of the methods of
generation of noncircular gears by enveloping methods similar to those applied to the generation of circular gears.
Noncircular Gears: Design and Generation also offers new developments directed to extend the application of noncircular
gears for output speed variation and generation of functions. Numerous numerical examples show the application of the
developed theory. This book aims to extend the application of noncircular gear drives in mechanisms and industry.

Privatization in Malaysia
Manuel Castells
The exciting new edition of Marketing continues the established tradition of adding value far beyond the expectations of
students and instructors. Extensive research has been done to ensure this edition provides a comprehensive, up-to-theminute introduction to the field of marketing. Key principles are illustrated by hundreds of fresh, new examples, while the
latest concepts and theories are covered in detail with numerous illustrations. Organized around the marketing mix, this
thoroughly revised text provides students with an exhilarating first introduction to the dynamic world of marketing.

Inside the Crosshairs
In recent years, privatisation has fallen out of favour in many countries because the underlying political factors have not
been well understood. This book examines Malaysia’s privatisation programme, focusing on how political constraints
resulted in the failure of four major privatisations: the national sewerage company (IWK), Kuala Lumpur Light Rail Transit
(LRT), national airline (MAS), and national car company (Proton). It considers why developing countries such as Malaysia
might want to embark on privatisation, the factors that lead to policy failure, and what is needed to make it work. It shows
clearly that political motives driving privatisation often dominate purely economic considerations, and thus it is necessary
to analyse privatisation within the specific country context. It argues that failure in the Malaysian case was due to political
considerations that compromised institutional design and regulatory enforcement, leading to problems associated with
corruption. It concludes that privatisation does not necessarily improve incentives for efficiency or enhance the finance
available for capital investment, and that successful privatisation depends on the state’s institutional and political capacity
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to design and manage an appropriate set of subsidies. Overall, this book is a comprehensive examination of privatisation in
Malaysia, providing important insights for understanding the political economy of this process in other developing countries.

Numerical Distance Protection
Six months after its American introduction in 1985, the Yugo was a punch line; within a year, it was a staple of late-night
comedy. By 2000, NPR's Car Talk declared it "the worst car of the millennium." And for most Americans that's where the
story begins and ends. Hardly. The short, unhappy life of the car, the men who built it, the men who imported it, and the
decade that embraced and discarded it is rollicking and astounding, and one of the greatest untold business-cum-morality
tales of the 1980s. Mix one rabid entrepreneur, several thousand "good" communists, a willing U.S. State Department, the
shortsighted Detroit auto industry, and improvident bankers, shake vigorously, and you've got The Yugo: The Rise and Fall
of the Worst Car in History. Brilliantly re-creating the amazing confluence of events that produced the Yugo, Yugoslav
expert Jason Vuic uproariously tells the story of the car that became an international joke: The American CEO who happens
upon a Yugo right when his company needs to find a new import or go under. A State Department eager to aid Yugoslavia's
nonaligned communist government. Zastava Automobiles, which overhauls its factory to produce an American-ready Yugo
in six months. And a hole left by Detroit in the cheap subcompact market that creates a race to the bottom that leaves the
Yugo . . . at the bottom.
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